Directions to Public Health-Global Health Major Advising

Hans Rosling Center for Population Health
HRC G120

The Public Health-Global Health Major is located in the Hans Rosling Center (HRC), G120. The office is co-located with the Department of Global Health’s undergraduate program.

Current major advising happens in the HRC.

The Hans Rosling Center is on the corner of 15th Ave. NE and Grant Lane. The closest entrance to the advising office can be accessed from the Southwest corner.

Upon entering the HRC, turn left and proceed into the G120 suite. The advising office is located on the ground floor.

Directions to Public Health-Global Health Major Advising

School of Public Health (SPH) Student Center
Raitt Hall 229

Advisers for the Public Health-Global Health Major spend part of their time in Raitt Hall 229 as part of the SPH Student Center. The Student Center has undergraduate advising offices and a student activity and study space. It is also where information sessions are held for the Major.

Prospective major advising happens in Raitt.

Raitt Hall is on a corner of the central quadrangle, the Quad, between the Art building and Savery Hall.

Room 229 faces the Quad and is located on the NW corner closest to the Art building.

Please pay close attention to the location listed on our online drop-in advising schedule or appointment confirmation.

Public Health-Global Health Major
206-221-4561
https://sph.washington.edu/phgh/advising